
MATERIALS

Caron Big Donut O'go (100% acrylic, 280 g/9.9 oz, 459 m/502 yds)
1 skein any color
Size H/5.00mm hook, scissors, tapestry needle, elastic hair tie

SIZE

Gauge 2 inches = 8 st and 7 rows of back loop HDSS 

STITCHES

Slip Stitch (SL ST): Insert hook into stitch, yarn over, pull loop back through and through loop on hook. 

Half Double Crochet (HDC): Yarn over (YO), insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull
through three loops. 

Even Moss Stitch: Even Moss Stitch is a combo of half double crochet (HDC) and slip stitch (SL ST.) On
the return row, HDC is worked into the tops of HDC and SL ST are worked into the top of SL ST.
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Half Double Slip Stitch (HDSS): Yarn over, insert hook, yarn over pull back through and through loop
on hook.

Half Double Crochet 2 together (HDC2tog): Yarn over, insert hook into HDC, yarn over and pull a
loop back through, yarn over, insert hook into next HDC, (skip over the sl st), yarn over pull a loop back
through, yarn over and pull through all the loops. 

PATTERN

This hat fits an average women's size head of 22 inches circumference (medium adult size). Use the chart
above for different sizes however I found the O'go yarn to be stretchier than regular acrylic and made the band
4 inches shorter instead of 2 inches as stated in the chart. Measure for the height of the hat from the bottom of
the folded brim to the top. 

Chain 21

Row 1: In the second chain from the hook, work 1 HDSS, 1 HDSS in each chain across. CH 1 and turn.
(20) 

Row 2: Work 1 HDSS in the first stitch of the row, 1 HDSS in each back loop of the next 18 sts, 1 HDCSS
in the final stitch, CH 1 and turn. 



Repeat row 2 for 65 rows. (If making a different size or using a different yarn, make it an odd number of
rows.)

Slip stitch the two ends together to form a band. 

Before beginning round 1, hold the band with the inside of the hat facing you to work the stitches. 

Round 1: *Work 1 SL ST into the end of one row, 1 HDC into the end of the next. Repeat from * around.
(65 sts) Join with a SL ST (pull through with a new color if doing the multicolor version,) to the first SL ST
of the round. CH 1 and turn. 

Round 2: Work 1 SL ST into the first SL ST of the round and *1 HDC into the next HDC. Work 1 SL ST
into the next SL ST and repeat from * around. CH 1 and turn. (This is called Even Moss Stitch and will be
referred as Even Moss for the rest of the pattern.)

Tip: each round will begin and end with a slip stitch, and if you are choosing to alternate colors, pull through
with the new color as you slip stitch to join the round. Also if you are working with alternating colors, keep all
the ends to the inside of the hat and carry the yarn up the inside. No need to cut the yarn after each row. 

Repeat Round 2 until you have 17 rounds. 

Round 18: *Work the Even Moss stitch for 5 sts. Work 1 HDC2tog across the next 2 HDC skipping the sl
st in between. Repeat from * around. Join with a SL ST to first SL ST, CH 1 and turn.

Round 19: Work the Even Moss Stitch in each stitch around. Join as in other rows, CH 1 and turn. 

Round 20: Repeat round 18. 

Round 21: Attach elastic hair tie by holding it against the row on the inside of the hat and working SC
around the tie and into each stitch. 

Tie off and weave in the end. 

xo, Tiffany
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